
Sponsor A Room
Fostering a lasting bond, meaningful
interaction, and collective influence
with RMHC® New Zealand.



Ronald McDonald 
House Charities® (RMHC®)
RMHC® New Zealand has been 
strengthening thousands of New Zealand 
families with a child in hospital since 1989.

Our Ronald McDonald House programmes 
provide much-needed practical relief for 
families free of charge – providing a place 
to sleep, organising family meals, and 
being a friendly ear to listen on tough days.

But we cannot do it alone.

RMHC® NZ relies on the support of the 
entire community and greatly values the 
generous donations we receive. Without 
our invaluable room sponsors, we couldn’t 
help the thousands of families that need 
RMHC NZ every year.

Why Sponsor a Room?
Your commitment to Sponsor a Room has 
the power to change the lives of thousands 
of families who stay at a Ronald McDonald 
House®.

Room sponsorship enables you to engage 
directly with the House and families while 
providing much-needed financial support.

As hospital stays, treatments and surgeries 
increase annually, so does the demand for 
our service. Your sponsorship ensures we 
can help those families in need.

Together we can:
• Improve health outcomes 

for children

• Enhance family wellbeing

• Ease financial burden



Benefits
Sponsoring a room carries a range of meaningful benefits that begin 
when we attach your plaque to the door of your room, and these benefits 
continue for the duration of your contract and include the following:

And most important of all…

Tangible in-house recognition with a customised 
plaque for the duration of your sponsorship term

Sponsor a Room framed certificate

Invitation to networking events

Colleague and customer engagement activity 
with priority access to our volunteer family 
dinner cook night programme

Annual personalised impact report outlining the 
number of families your Room Sponsorship has 
positively impacted

On-screen recognition in the House where your 
sponsored room is located

Listing on the RMHC New Zealand Sponsor 
a Room web page for the duration of your 
sponsorship term

First right of renewal for your sponsored room

The knowledge that you are directly responsible 
for affording an irreplaceable experience to a 
family with a child in a hospital away from home, 
and providing the ongoing care and comfort 
they greatly need at such a difficult time.

“Having a place like RMHC 
where we know we’ll be 
welcomed with open 
arms at any time alleviates 
so much worry.

Being able to connect 
with other families who truly 
understand the heartbreak 
and challenges of having a sick 
child has been a godsend for 
us and so many others.”

Viv - House Mum
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